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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There’s no stopping it now; disruption is coming to the beauty industry. Consumers are
demanding more than ever before, calling for personal, immersive, and useful experiences.
A new generation of technology is leading the charge proving critical in driving penetration
and sales for beauty brands of all sizes. Winning brands must leverage Computer Vision
and AI to shift their focus from pushing product out to pulling consumers in.

Schuyler Simpson, Co-Founder & Head of Business Operations



Consumers have completely transitioned to mobile first shopping and expect their
favorite beauty brands to join them on this journey. They have money to spend but are
selective on what and who they spend it on. The volume of transactions generated in
beauty is very much linked to the quality provided by the customer experience.

TODAY’S BEAUTY CONSUMER

87%
of millennials say their phones 

never leave their sides THERE IS MONEY 

IN BEAUTY, AND 

NO SHORTAGE OF 

BRANDS LOOKING 

TO CAPITALISE ON 

THESE GROWING 

TRENDS

50%
of total beauty spend in the 
next 12 months will be online

61%
reported that AR has already 

changed where they decide to shop 

Source: Open Market / Business Wire / BCG

40%
of surveyed women plan on spending more 
on cosmetics over the next 12 months



INDIVIDUALISED BEAUTY

The ‘one size fits all’ 
approach is dead. 
Consumers prefer to 
embrace products and 
services made specifically 
for their preferences, looks, 
and aspirations. Beauty will 
always be a very personal 
purchase, and intelligent AI 
recommendations are key 
for brands to incentivise, 
reward, and win consumers 
back over time. 

Source: Abtasy / Evergage

of consumers have 
chosen, recommended, or 
paid more for a brand that 
provides a personalised
service or experience

77%

of digital marketers said 
personalisation helped 
them achieve a superior 
customer experience

61%



Consumers are becoming increasingly more visual and don’t want
to be confined to a store to see how products look before they
buy. Computer Vision beauty try-ons are interactive, realistic, and
empowers consumers to explore tailored makeup styles. The
dominance of social media face filters cements this offering as a
must have for brands to grab the consumers’ attention & loyalty.

BEAUTY’S HOTTEST TOOL

Source: BCG / Retail Perceptions

of consumers 
want to use AR to 
see product 
differences

77%of shoppers 
aged 18–44 that 
test beauty 
products in a mobile 
AR app press “buy” 
compared to avg.      

conversion 
for websites

8-12%

1-3%

Only 23% of US 
women that buy 
beauty products are 
aware that makeup 
try-on apps are 
available outside of 
stores, but once they 
become aware,       
of them use them

52%



INTERACTIVE EDUCATION

Consumers are gravitating toward brands who offer unique value-added services.
There’s a significant gap between the brand’s product promise and the reality of
what consumers achieve, leaving consumers disappointed. Now, brands can
harness the power of interactive computer vision and AI to teach consumers how to
best maximise their products at scale making learning interesting and memorable.

Source: Retail Perceptions / Mindshare

of consumers believe AR 
technology can help them 

learn new personal and 
professional skills

70%

greater engagement with 
AR experiences compared 

to their non-AR 
equivalent

1.9x

higher avg attention for 
AR experiences compared 
to TV & online browsing

45%

greater retention when 
using AR vs its non-AR 

equivalent

190%



THE FUTURE 

OF AI DRIVEN 

BEAUTY

The future of beauty recognises services as the 
opportunity to cement relationships and 
strengthen ties with their customers. Brands 
must continue to relentlessly innovate to meet 
the needs of every generation of consumer. They 
must reach well beyond traditional brick and 
mortar stores or online marketplaces. No matter 
how much the buying landscape changes; 
simple, connected, and personalised service will 
win. New channels are going to be where the 
war is won, so they must be given top priority.



WHO WE ARE
We are technology experts who pride ourselves on being hands-on with the ability 
to bring your wildest vision to life. Rest assured, if you can think it, we can build it!

Headquartered in Cambridge, the 
tech nirvana of the United Kingdom, 
Beauty Labs is pioneering AI and 
deep learning to revolutionise the 
Beauty Industry. Our proprietary 
Enhanced Reality EngineTM

seamlessly integrates and enhances 
everything customers see, hear and 
touch providing forward-thinking 
brands with a new channel to 
engage and delight their audiences. 

We’ve mastered the consumer psychology needed to consistently win audiences’
attention with over 15 years in TV & film, retail, games, cyber security, consumer
electronics, robotics, AI, and data science. We implement superior solutions that reach
more people on a wider range of devices and able to launch them in market in a fraction
of the time.



WANT TO SEE MORE?

Beauty Labs is poised to disrupt the foundation of
beauty & wellness and welcomes anyone who dares to
challenge the impossible to work alongside us to
revolutionise this industry

I WANT IN!

http://www.linkedin.com/company/beauty-labs/
http://www.beautylabs.com/
https://beautylabs.com/#contact
mailto:info@beautylabs.com
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